
SHCF NBC IF1 A-NBC Mask Filter



SHCF NBC IF1 A Filter is of a combined lter type that has designed and 
manufactured in order to protect user respiratory system against common 
NBC agents and it also has the ability to absorb variety of toxic gases and 
industrial pollutants. This lter can be installed on SHMF NBC IM1 A mask 
and the similar ones
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General Description:
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Filter Parts:

1. Outlet cap
2. Fixer (Dust lter)
3. Canister Body
4. Actived carbon
5. Dust lter
6. Particulate lter
7. Air Distributor
8. Upper segment
9. Inlet Cap



Preparation for use:
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1. Remove ltration media from package.

2. Remove lter’s label and open outlet cap.

3. Fit the ltration media to the center of the facepiece, threading  
clockwise until tight. 

4.  In emergency condition or when environment is contaminate remove  
seal located at lter inlet and donning the mask.



Waring:
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1. Don' t take the lter out of its package before use.

2. 2. Don't use the lters with opened packages, label.

3. The lter shall be replaced if it has been exposed to strong press or
    impact. It may be damaged.

4. Don’t remove seal located at lter’s inlet cap until don’t use the mask.
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5. Don't put the lter by the heat or direct sunlight.

6.Notice the expiration date before use ( don't use the lters with 
expiration date over).

7. Don't use water or any other liquid to wash the lter( instead use a 
piece of wet cloth to dust or clean it) and try not to put the lter in wet 
places.

8. Try not to use the lters that have even once been replaced near 
warfare agents(NBC).

Waring:
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9. In case lter, during the use of mask, is not left by any war agent(NBC) 
or quality  effective agent ( such as high humidity or severe dust for a 
long time) seperate it right away after the mask has been taken off and 
set up inlet and outlet cap to keep the lter's efciency for the next use.

10. In order to remove pollution and devastation after every operation, 
give the polluted lters to the person in charge of the respective unit or 
part and try seriously not to discatter them in the region.

Waring:



Address: #561, Songrea-Dong
               Sosa-Gu 
               Bucheon City 
               Kyunggi-Do, Korea

Tel:       +82-32-661-3501~4
Fax:      +82-32-661-3505
Mobile: +82-10-9764-0217
        or +82-10-9105-3503

www.samhoon.com

samhoon@samhoon.com
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